IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA
KIRSTIN BLAISE LOBATO,
Appellant,
vs.
THE STATE OF NEVADA,

***
)
) Case No. 58913
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Electronically Filed
Dec 27 2012 11:54 a.m.
Tracie K. Lindeman
Clerk of Supreme Court

Respondent.

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE APPELLANT’S REPLY EXHIBITS
COMES NOW, TRAVIS N. BARRICK, pro bono counsel for the Appellant,
Kirstin Blaise Lobato, and respectively moves this Honorable Court to order the
filing of the Appellant’s Reply Exhibits 1 through 7 attached hereto. This Motion
is made pursuant to and based upon all pleadings and papers on file herein, NRAP
28(c), (e)(1) and (j), the interests of justice, and the following Memorandum of
Points and Authorities.
Dated this 27th day of December, 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
By: /s/ Travis N. Barrick
Travis N. Barrick, SBN 9257
Pro bono attorney for Petitioner
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
The Appellant, Kirstin Blaise Lobato, respectively requests that this Court
grant the MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE APPELLANT’S REPLY EXHIBITS
for the following reasons.
I. ARGUMENT.
A. It is in the interests of justice to permit Ms. Lobato to provide evidence
from outside the record to rebut the State’s new assertions.
NRAP 28(e)(1) provides in pertinent part that “Every assertion in briefs
regarding matters in the record shall be supported by a reference to the page and
volume number, if any, of the appendix where the matter relied on is to be found.”
Further, this Court has held that “facts or allegations contained in a brief are
not evidence and are not part of the record.” Phillips v. State, 105 Nev. 631, 634,
782 P.2d 381, 383 (1989).
Here, regarding Ms. Lobato’s habeas Grounds 20, 25, 26, 28, and 36 the
State’s Answering Brief asserts new defenses outside the record that rely on new
material assertions outside the record. In addition the State’s Answer Brief makes
misleading new material assertions in its Statement Of The Facts involving facts
outside the record.
To rebut the State’s new defenses and assertions outside the record the
equitable remedy in the interests of justice is for Ms. Lobato to be allowed to provide
evidence from outside the record in her Reply Brief filed pursuant to NRAP 28(c). As
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the Supreme Court stated in Kuhlmann v. Wilson, 477 U. S. 436, 447 (1986), “habeas
corpus has traditionally been regarded as governed by equitable principles.”
In the alternative, pursuant to NRAP 28(e)(1) and (j) this Court should strike the
State’s new defenses outside the record and other material assertions herein.
B. The State asserts six new defenses outside the record.
1. Ground 20 – The State’s new defense there is a “substantial basis for
bias” regarding John Kraft’s affidavit is outside the record.
The State’s Answering Brief asserts the new defense to Ground 20 there is a
“substantial basis for bias” by John Albert Kraft that allegedly undermines his new
evidence supporting juror misconduct. [Respondent’s Answering Brief (“RAB”) 32 n.7;
6 App. 1264-6] To support their new defense of bias that is outside the record, the State
relies on the factually false new assertion, “John Kraft is related to Appellant.” [Id.]
The Affidavit of John Albert Kraft (“Reply Exhibit 3”) provides evidence that
at the time of the District Court’s hearing, consideration and denial of Ground 20 and
during the instant appeal, Mr. Kraft was not related to Ms. Lobato, and he has not seen
her since he testified as a witness at her trial in 2006. [11 App. 2263, 2268-69]
Reply Exhibit 3 rebuts as factually false the State’s new assertion Mr. Kraft
is related to Ms. Lobato, and thus there is no factual basis for the State’s new
defense outside the record he is biased. [RAB 32 n.7]
The materiality of Reply Exhibit 3 to rebut the State’s new defense and new
factually false assertion regarding Mr. Kraft is in Ms. Lobato’s Reply Brief at 20-21.
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2. Ground 20 – The State’s new defense there is “inherent bias in any
statement” by Hans Sherrer is outside the record.
The State’s Answering Brief asserts the new defense to Ground 20 there is
“inherent bias in any statement” by Hans Sherrer, which allegedly undermines his
new evidence supporting juror misconduct. [RAB 32 n.8; 6 App. 1264-66] To
support their new defense of bias that is outside the record, the State relies on the
factually false new assertion outside the record the Justice Institute, of which Mr.
Sherrer is the President, “has been actively engaged in raising money for [Ms.
Lobato’s] defense and post-conviction proceedings.” [RAB 32 n.8] The State offers
no evidence except for references that do not support and are irrelevant to its new
assertions. [Id.] The State also relies on the factually false assertion the book at the
weblink cited by the State – Kirstin Blaise Lobato v. State of Nevada – is authored
by Mr. Sherrer when in fact it is a compilation of Ms. Lobato’s 770-page habeas
corpus petition and exhibits filed in the District Court that are public documents, and
it is available for free reading, printing, and downloading from the weblink. [Id.]
The Affidavit of Hans Sherrer (“Reply Exhibit 6”) provides evidence
relevant to Ground 20 that Mr. Sherrer has no personal interest and he has not
gained from Ms. Lobato’s case, and he and the Justice Institute have not raised
money for her defense and post-conviction proceedings. [6 App. 1264-66]
Reply Exhibit 6 rebuts as factually false the State’s new assertions regarding
Mr. Sherrer and the Justice Institute, and thus there is no factual basis for the State’s
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new defense outside the record Mr. Sherrer is biased. [RAB 32, fn.8]
The materiality of Exhibit 6 to rebut the State’s new defense and new
factually false assertions regarding Mr. Sherrer and the Justice Institute is in Ms.
Lobato’s Reply Brief at 20-21.
3. Ground 25 – The State’s new defense Hans Sherrer’s affidavit is
“inherently biased and skewed” is outside the record.
The State’s Answering Brief asserts the new defense to Ground 25 that Mr.
Sherrer’s affidavit is “inherently biased and skewed,” which allegedly undermines
his new evidence supporting a Brady violation. [RAB 37 and 32 n.8; 6 App. 130809] To support their new defense of bias that is outside the record, the State relies on
the factually false new assertion outside the record Mr. Sherrer has a “personal
interest” in this case. [RAB 37] The State fails to bring to this Court’s attention the
critical fact the Justice Institute, of which Mr. Sherrer is the President, is an IRS
approved 501(c)(3) non-profit charitable organization that among other things
investigates post-conviction claims of actual innocence, including that of Ms.
Lobato, and thus his interest in Ms. Lobato’s case is professional. [RAB 37 and 32
n.8] The State offers no evidence to support its new assertion of “inherent bias”
except for references that are either irrelevant or that undercut its new assertion. [Id.]
The Affidavit of Hans Sherrer (“Reply Exhibit 6”) provides evidence
relevant to Ground 25 that Mr. Sherrer has no personal interest and he has not
gained from Ms. Lobato’s case, and he has not raised money for her defense and
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post-conviction proceedings. [6 App. 1308-09]
Reply Exhibit 6 rebuts as factually false the State’s new assertions regarding
Mr. Sherrer, and thus there is no factual basis for the State’s new defense outside
the record Mr. Sherrer is biased. [RAB 32, 37-38]
The materiality of Reply Exhibit 6 to rebut the State’s new defense and new
factually false assertions regarding Mr. Sherrer is in Ms. Lobato’s Reply Brief at 25-7.
4. Ground 25 – The State’s new defense “it is highly likely that the postit note with the phone numbers was an item of discarded trash that
ended up sticking to Duran Bailey’s clothing as his body lay amongst
the rubbish” is outside the record; and Ground 28 – the State’s new
defense “the phone numbers in question were not found in Bailey’s
pocket, but rather stuck to his clothing, amongst other rubbish
covering Bailey’s body” is outside the record.
The State’s Answering Brief asserts the new defense to Ground 25’s Brady
violation, that “it is highly likely that the post-it note with the phone numbers was an
item of discarded trash that ended up sticking to Duran Bailey’s clothing as his body
lay amongst the rubbish.” [RAB 38; 6 App. 1308-09] The State similarly asserts the
new defense to Ground 28’s ineffective assistance of counsel claim “the phone
numbers in question were not found in Bailey’s pocket, but rather stuck to his
clothing, amongst other rubbish covering Bailey’s body…” [RAB 49; 6 App. 131618] To support their new defenses that are outside the record, the State relies on the
factually false new assertion outside the record the police officer’s telephone number
at issue in Grounds 25 and 28 was not written on items recovered from Mr. Bailey’s
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pants pockets. [RAB 37-8, 49; 6 App. 1308-9, 1316-18]
The LVMPD Evidence Impound Sheet dated July 9, 2001 and signed by CSA
Maria Thomas (“Reply Exhibit 1”) was not entered into evidence during Ms.
Lobato’s trial however, it is evidence the police officer’s telephone number at issue
in Grounds 25 and 28 was found written on two items recovered from Mr. Bailey’s
pants pockets, and there were no telephone numbers written on a post-it note
recovered from the crime scene. [Reply Exhibit 1 at 3; 6 App. 1308-09; 1316-18]
Reply Exhibit 1 (at p. 3) rebuts as factually false the State’s new assertions
regarding where the officer’s telephone number was recovered from, and thus there is
no factual basis for the State’s new defenses outside the record it was not recovered
from Mr. Bailey’s pants pockets. [RAB 37-8, 49; See, 3 App. 579; 2 App. 486]
Reply Exhibit 1 is also evidence the State’s Answering Brief makes materially
false assertions regarding CSA Thomas’ testimony during which she in fact testified
the telephone numbers were recovered from Mr. Bailey’s pants pockets, and she did
not testify the telephone numbers were written on a random “post-it note.” [Id.]
The materiality of Reply Exhibit 1 to rebut the State’s new defenses and new
factually false assertions regarding the officer’s telephone number and Ms.
Thomas’ testimony is in Ms. Lobato’s Reply Brief at 26-27 and 35.
5. Ground 26 – The State’s new defense that Detective Thomas
Thowsen needed only the name of Daniel Martinez to clear him of
having a criminal record is outside the record.
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The State’s Answering Brief asserts the new defense to Ground 26’s Brady
violation, that Detective Thowsen did not need or use as a unique personal identifier the
Social Security Number (“SSN”) of Daniel Martinez who was a suspect in Mr. Bailey’s
homicide, to find he had a clean record after running a record check. [RAB 39-42; 6
App. 1309-11] To support their new defense that is outside the record, the State makes
new assertions outside the record. [RAB 40-42; Lobato’s Reply Brief at 27-28]
Nevada Department of Correction’s records (“Reply Exhibit 4”) provide
evidence relevant to Ground 26 that there are at least nine individuals with the
name Daniel Martinez who have been imprisoned in Nevada.
The July 2001 Clark County telephone book white pages (“Reply Exhibit
5”) provides evidence relevant to Ground 26 there were at least 14 individuals in
Clark County with the name Daniel or D. Martinez with a listed telephone number.
Reply Exhibits 4 and 5 rebut as factually false the State’s new assertions
regarding Det. Thowsen’s use or need to use Daniel Martinez’ SSN to find he had
a clean record, and thus there is no factual basis for the State’s new defense Det.
Thowsen was able to distinguish the Daniel Martinez who was a suspect in Mr.
Bailey’s homicide from every other Daniel Martinez in Nevada by only using his
name to do a records check. [RAB 39-42]
The materiality of Exhibits 4 and 5 to rebut the State’s new defense and new
false assertions regarding Det. Thowsen’s alleged records check of Daniel
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Martinez is in Ms. Lobato’s Reply Brief at 27-28.
6. Ground 36 – The State’s new defense Ms. Lobato “cannot show that
[a discovery] motion would have led to information that would have
been used to impeach Detective Thowsen” is outside the record.
The State’s Answering Brief asserts the new defense to Ground 36’s
ineffective assistance of counsel claim, that Ms. Lobato “cannot show that [a
discovery] motion would have led to information that would have been used to
impeach Detective Thowsen…” [RAB 56; 6 App. 1332-33] To support their new
defense that is outside the record, the State relies on the factually false new
assertion outside the record Ms. Lobato “cannot show” the State failed to disclose
evidence required by Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963). [RAB 56]
The Affidavit of Douglas Howell Twining (“Reply Exhibit 7”) provides
evidence relevant to Ground 36 that the State didn’t disclose Brady evidence,
because Mr. Twining is a key alibi witness and no notes of his interviews by both
Det. Thowsen and the Clark County D.A’s Office were or ever have been disclosed
to Ms. Lobato. [6 App. 1332-3]
Reply Exhibit 7 rebuts as factually false the State’s new assertion Ms. Lobato
“cannot show” the State failed to disclose Brady evidence, and thus there is no factual
basis for the State’s new defense outside the record Ms. Lobato “cannot show” a
discovery motion would have resulted in the disclosure of Brady evidence. [RAB 56]
The materiality of Exhibit 7 to rebut the State’s new defense and new factually
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false assertion regarding Ground 36 is in Ms. Lobato’s Reply Brief at 38-39.
C. The State asserts two statements by Ms. Lobato that are only in factual
context by evidence outside the record.
1. State’s Statement Of The Facts – Evidence of the factual context of the
State’s assertion of Ms. Lobato’s statements to her father “I’m sorry
daddy. Told you I did something awful” and her stepmother “Mom, I
did it, now I have to do what I have to do” is outside the record.
The State’s Answering Brief asserts in its “Statement Of The Facts” to infer
Ms. Lobato’s guilt of her convicted crimes, that Det. Thowsen testified he heard
Ms. Lobato tell her father when arrested at her home, “I’m sorry daddy. Told you I
did something awful,” and tell her stepmother “Mom, I did it, now I have to do
what I have to do.” [RAB 7; 3 App. 654] The State’s reference to that testimony is
materially misleading by omitting the factual context clarifying Ms. Lobato’s
statements are exculpatory because the incident she refers to occurred in June 2001
or earlier, and thus has nothing to do with Mr. Bailey’s homicide. [5 App. 912]
After Det. Thowsen testified, Ms. Lobato’s counsel elicited the following
testimony from her father, Lorenzo Lobato, that clarifies she made the statements
referred to by Det. Thowsen in June 2001: “she told me she had done something
that she had told me before in June.” [5 App. 912] The State objected and made a
motion to strike, which the trial court granted. [Id.]
The Affidavit Of Lorenzo Lobato (“Reply Exhibit 2”) states: “25. I know
from my own personal knowledge that Blaise’s comment to me at the time of her
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arrest has nothing to do with anything that happened on July 8, 2001, because she
said that to me in June 2001.” Lorenzo’s Affidavit has the veracity of testimony
because NRS 199.145 subjects him to the same legal penalties, and the State
waived cross-examination of his materially similar trial testimony it objected to. [5
App. 912]
Reply Exhibit 2 rebuts as factually false Ms. Lobato’s statement to her father
can be inferred as relating to Mr. Bailey’s homicide, and thus there is no “good
faith” basis for the State to rely on that statement as inferring her guilt when the
State knows evidence it is exculpatory is only outside the record because of the
State’s objection. [RAB 7; 5 App. 912; 3 App. 654]
Detective Thowsen testified that contemporaneously with Ms. Lobato’s
statement to her father she similarly stated to her stepmother Rebecca Lobato,
“Mom, I did it, now I have to do what I have to do.” [3 App. 654] The State offers
no evidence and doesn’t assert that statement was not about the same event as she
told her father about in June 2001, and the factual context and similarity of the two
statements made within moments of each other supports they refer to the same event
that occurred in June 2001 or earlier. [3 App. 654; Reply Exhibit 2; 5 App. 912]
The materiality of Reply Exhibit 2 to rebut the State misleadingly citing out
of context Detective Thowsen’s testimony regarding Ms. Lobato’s exculpatory
statements to her father and stepmother, is in her Reply Brief at 2.
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II. CONCLUSION.
It is apparent from the record the State has improperly injected new defenses
and assertions outside the record into its Answer for this Court’s consideration. By
doing so, the State has opened the door for Ms. Lobato to provide rebuttal evidence
outside the record to support her Reply Brief. Accordingly, Ms. Lobato respectfully
requests this Court grant this Motion and Order the filing of Appellant’s Reply
Exhibits 1 through 7 attached hereto. In the alternative, Ms. Lobato requests that
pursuant to NRAP 28(e)(1) and (j) this Court strike the State’s new defenses outside
the record disproven by Ms. Lobato’s evidence submitted herein, and strike the
State’s materially misleading assertions in its Statement Of The Facts as stated herein.
Dated this 27th day of December, 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
By: /s/ Travis N. Barrick_
Travis N. Barrick, SBN 9257
Gallian Wilcox Welker
Olson & Beckstrom, LC
540 E St. Louis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89104
Pro bono attorney for Appellant
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I hereby certify and affirm that this document was filed electronically with
the Nevada Supreme Court on 27th day of December, 2012. Electronic Service of
the foregoing document shall be made in accordance with the Master Service List
as follows:
CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO
Nevada Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
100 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4717
STEVEN S. OWENS
Clark County Chief Deputy District Attorney
District Attorney’s Office
200 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas. Nevada 89155
STEVEN B. WOLFSON
Clark County District Attorney
200 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155-2212

By: /s/ Jeanette Barrick_____
An employee of
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EXHIBIT
4

NDOC Inmate Search

1 of 1

http://www.doc.nv.gov/inmatesearch/form.php

Law Enforcement Login
Search By Offender ID
Offender ID:
-orSearch By Demographics
First Name: daniel

Wildcard %

Last Name: martinez

Wildcard %

Submit

Reset

NOTICE:
The information provided here represents raw data. As such, the Nevada Department
of Corrections makes no warranty or guarantee that the data is error free. The
information should not be used as an official record by any law enforcement agency
or any other entity.
Currently the following web browsers are supported for the Inmate Search: Internet
Explorer 8/9, Chrome, Firefox and Opera. If you are unable to see inmate photo's
please use a supported browser.

Search results are limited to the first 20 matches.
Up to date as of 2012-09-16
Search Results
First
Name

Middle
Name

55893
21941
95119
1050549
34767
74015
61982
64663

DANIEL
DANIEL
DANIEL
DANIEL
DANIEL
DANIEL
DANIEL
DANIEL

S
T
TAMAYO
TILLE
V
V

83845
1024322

DANIEL
DANIEL

Offender ID

Last Name

Gender

Institution

MARTINEZ
MARTINEZ
MARTINEZ
MARTINEZ
MARTINEZ
MARTINEZ
MARTINEZ
MARTINEZ

Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

MARTINEZ
MARTINEZ

Male
Male

INACTIVE-DSCHREL
INACTIVE-DSCHREL
HIGH DESERT STATE PRISON
PAROLE
INACTIVE-DSCHREL
INACTIVE-DSCHREL
INACTIVE-DSCHREL
LOVELOCK CORRECTIONAL
CENTER
INACTIVE-DSCHREL
INACTIVE-DSCHREL

9/16/2012 6:50 PM

EXHIBIT
5

EXHIBIT
6

EXHIBIT
7

